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The Rasmussen

Alamo couple restores
round, 1970s kit house
marketed as a rebuild
By Susan Fornoff
Chronicle Staff Writer

A

really clever story
about Wayne and
Marilyn Rasmussen’s
restoration of a prematurely aging 1970s
kit house in Alamo
wouldn’t have a straight line in it.
The house is round, the furniture
curvy and even Jack the Boston terrier has a roly-poly look to him.
But jokes and one-liners
couldn’t fairly reflect the serious
thought that went into the unusual
project, with Wayne playing
straight man to a laughing audience of disbelievers who could not
imagine why he and Marilyn
wouldn’t tear down the dark and
oppressive structure and start all
over again on the tree-covered
¾-acre lot looking out at Stone Valley.
“It had been nicely kept, but the
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1 To see floor plans and more photos of
the round house, visit Home&Garden at
sfgate.com

house, above, on a
hillside lot in Alamo
seems to glow at dusk
by the light of the
second-floor main
living space. The
curvilinear stairs
from the front door,
left, replaced the
original,
claustrophobic metal
spiral stairs.

building was designed during an
innovative time with experimental
materials that were too light for it
to be considered a real house,” said
Wayne, an urban designer and
planner. “The walls were
11⁄8-inch-thick tongue-and-groove
vertical siding. There was no glass,
but all of the windows had the kind
of plastic you see on a jetliner. And
they were tinted, so it was like you
were looking out of sunglasses.
“But the architectural vision we
liked, and my wife was a saint about
it. My son (Matt, 25), he hated this
house. He said, ‘This house makes
me sick.’ My brother, he wouldn’t
even use the spiral staircase, it was
so claustrophobic.”
The airy, light-filled and pleasantly retro, Modern result (with a
smart solution for the old spiral
staircase) speaks to Wayne’s expansive vision — but also to Marilyn’s
collective vision; it was her idea to
move out of their nice contemporary tract home in Danville and
find a “project.”
Wayne met Marilyn when they
were students at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo. She was studying to be a
teacher but, he said, “We’ve always

A round end table,
above, selected with
the help of designer
Lori Carter, echoes
the architectural style
and original era of
the house — and the
glass lets the maple
floor shine through.
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Keeping House

Gingerbread house made of grit
By Marie Estorge
Special to The Chronicle
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A gingerbread house with a snowman and Santa emerging from

the chimney surprised and impressed the author’s skeptical sons.

eading out for a weekend
with their father, my sons
stopped at the kitchen table where I was working on this
year’s gingerbread house. For the
foundation, I’d constructed a twostory house out of architecture
foam board. The design was loosely based on one of Thomas Kinkade’s paintings of a quaint cottage. Only my cottage had taken
one too many doses of steroids.
“Mom, when are you going to
give up? It looks terrible,” said my
youngest son.
He was right. It did appear
hopeless. The frosting was too
thin. The candy kept sliding down
the glossy walls. The gingerbread
cookies I’d baked to approximate a
stone facade looked like what we
scooped daily out of our cat’s litter

box (as my older son kindly noted).
“Run along if you can’t be
more supportive.”
One thing I’ve learned about
making gingerbread houses is that
often less is more. Less cynicism.
More imagination. And if it looks
terrible, just keep adding candy
and frosting until it hits the tipping point where it goes from ugly
to impressive.
On Monday, I proudly showed
my sons the finished house.
“Wow. How’d you do that?”
“Just kept working at it. I didn’t
give up.”
They walked around the house,
checking out each detail. Their
fingers traced the sprawling ivy
that climbed up walls. The yellow
stained glass of the windows. The
candy-covered chimney where
Santa had just emerged.
“By the way, avoid nibbling on
the stone walls. I used black ink in

the frosting for the mortar. Might
be toxic.”
At 2:30 Sunday morning, I’d
run out of energy and options.
Figured black ink mixed with
white frosting would approximate
gray mortar.
My fascination with creating
gingerbread houses began two decades ago, when I was 23 and still
living in Louisiana. The holiday
before I’d move out to California,
I decided to make my family and
friends special farewell gifts. The
hardest person to plan for, as always, was my father. He was
blessed, I suppose, with material
excess. But something heartfelt,
like a handmade gift, I knew
wouldn’t find itself tossed behind
his recliner or tucked in a drawer.
The highest compliment one of
his nine children could receive
was to find their crude ceramic
pot actually used to hold his spe-

cial oil paint brushes or to see
their artwork framed and hung in
his study.
For decades, my father ordered
a gingerbread house each holiday
season to adorn our dining room
table. Why not make my parents a
special house, I figured. It can’t be
that difficult and it might be fun.
On Christmas Eve, two of my
sisters, Nannette and Claire, gathered in my kitchen to watch the
construction. I hadn’t the foggiest
notion of how to build a house,
nor had I made the time to buy a
how-to book. Improvising, I used
square cake pans and soon pulled
from my oven two warm spice
cakes. I cut them up. Stacked the
layers. Figured I’d just use a can of
white frosting to hold the pieces
together and approximate the
shape of a little cottage.
An hour into the enterprise,
1 HOUSE: Page G2
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Marilyn and Wayne Rasmussen like their new view of Stone Valley through the nine 42-inch-wide window panels in the living room, which has a 1970s look.

The rectangular table in the dining

room, left, echoes the shape of the
clerestory windows, which offer
glimpses of the hillside and a
200-year-old oak tree. Above, a curved
basin reflects a rounded wall in a hall
bathroom. New skylights brighten the
home’s once-dark upstairs bathrooms
and hallways.
dia alcoves.
Of course, those are now real
walls holding up the original,
beamed ceiling, and the restored
house has been seismically retrofitted.
The house has been expanded to
2,500 square feet, with 1,750 square
feet of living space on the main,
second floor and the entry floor,
where there’s Matt’s suite, a laundry room and a wine cellar.
The house wasn’t finished, however, until Carter did her thing.
“I’ve done many things, but nev-

er a round house,” the designer
said. “But the clients were so into it
— and they had a book to look at for
style and period — that it was really
easy and very fun.”
Most of the furniture, Carter
said, was by Elite, with upholstery
from Lazar. The star is the curvy,
two-piece sofa configuration in a
green that evokes the original era
of the house and reflects the magnificent view outside the nine 42inch-wide, floor-to-ceiling living
room windows.
“It looks like a custom sofa be-
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cause of the way the curves follow
the line of the house,” Carter said.
She also used round glass tables in
the room, both in the main area
and for what the Rasmussens consider to be the bar. The dining table
is glass but rectangular, with curves
in the seat backs. Walls are white
throughout; although the designer
encouraged the use of color (there
are some splashy paintings on the
few straight interior walls), the Rasmussens so far have resisted painting, perhaps enamored with the
brightness of white in contrast to

the dark place they bought.
“When we brought Matt over
the first time, he pointed out the
spiral stair, the narrow hall, all of
the things that had turned people
away for seven weeks,” Wayne said.
“He was really representative of a
rational home buyer. Appreciation
for a round house is an acquired
taste — it’s not familiar, and, until
you understand it, it doesn’t seem
to be a comfortable living place
where you lay down with your pets
and the kids are watching TV and
there’s the smell of food cooking.”
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The Rasmussens have won their
share of converts — including their
son.
“I do like it now,” Matt said. “I
like that it’s unusual and that it’s a
particular style. And my friends like
it and always want to come over.”
He didn’t say that they like to
“come around.” Architecture is serious business for the Rasmussens
— even though they seem to be going in circles.
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had a design soft spot, for sure, and
always wanted to do a major restoration project together.”
This was not at all what they’d
dreamed of. When Marilyn first
saw a picture of the property online, she couldn’t make out the
house because the junipers, pines
and eucalyptus had taken over.
Anyway, real estate agents called it
a “rebuild,” meaning someone
would buy the property and take
down all but perhaps one wall (for
easier permitting) and put up a new
house, surely one much bigger
than the 1,950-square-foot oddity
that had somehow stood for 32
years.
But when the house had no takers after seven weeks and the price
dropped $50,000, the couple
walked around the property and
became entranced. They both love
animals, nature — and Modern architecture.
“I was intrigued,” Marilyn said.
“One of the things I like the most is
the property. The second thing is
all the glass. It was just so different
from anything I’ve ever seen.”
If that wasn’t enough, there was
Matt’s contempt for the house and
inability to find any redeeming
qualities — pluses for his father.
“It became a challenge for me,”
Wayne said. “It was: ‘Your dad is going to prove you wrong, you’ll
see.’ ”
The Rasmussens forked over
$925,000 in July 2005, records
show, for the privilege of later
spending more than half of that
again to renovate.
“We could have demolished the
house and built a larger, more contemporary one, but we were more
attracted to preserving the round
house,” Wayne said.
He assembled, appropriately
enough, a circle of friends to assist
— Molinar Home Design and Bill
Liskamm for the architecture; David Gates + Associates for landscape
architecture; DeBernardi Development, Construction and Remodeling as contractor; WRA Environmental Consultants for biology and landscape architecture; and
Lori Carter (from the Scandinavian
Designs furniture store in Concord) for the interior.
The
landscape
architects
cleared some of the junipers to “reestablish the original oak forest,
oak woodland and riparian plant
communities and associated wildlife species,” said Wayne, who regularly walks the deer trail and
watches the birds around the property.
The architects then used glass
(out with the jetliner plastic) along
with skylights, high ceilings and
mirrors to connect the living spaces with the surrounding property
and views. A clerestory window in
the dining room, for instance,
opens views to a 200-year-old oak
tree, and the master suite is contained under an oak tree canopy.
Even the new, flat foam roof brings
nature in — the Rasmussens hear
the leaves rustling on the roof in
the fall, the rain like a waterfall in
winter.
The old metal spiral staircase
has been replaced by a two-part tile
stair, the first part straight and the
second part curved, and the claustrophobic hallway is gone, replaced by a white-walled, maplefloored, high-ceilinged open living
space that’s bisected by a sculptural
wall with built-in fireplace and me-

